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projects have taught the lesson that
highly redundant safety and diagnostic
systems are necessary to have smooth
operations. Therefore the LGSF be-
comes a rather complex and elaborat-
ed system, especially to fulfil the re-
quirements of automatic operation with
moderate operator assistance.

In order to ensure the timely comple-
tion of the project, we have separated
the design and installation phases of
the Laser Clean Room, which requires
heavy infrastructure work, from the re-
mainder of the LGSF systems. The
LCR has been placed on fast-track, and
will be erected in February 2002, to
minimise the impact on the UT4 tele-
scope operations. 

The critical items to be procured are
the fast Launch Telescope and the PAR-
SEC laser. The R&D activities related to
the LGSF project are the PARSEC
laser (MPE), the fibre lasers for MCAO
and the single mode fibre relay (ESO).

The project status at the time of this
writing is:

• LGSF Preliminary Design passed,
identified perceived risk areas, identi-
fied back-up paths. 

• Placed the contract of the Laser
Clean Room and its support structure. 

• Specialty fibre contract issued, 1st
prototype received. Photonic Crystal
Fibres received. Fibre relay tests on the
way.

• Launch Telescope: feasibility as-
sessed for SiC substrates and struc-
ture, other composite or lightweight opti-
cal materials are being explored. LT is
out for enquiry, together with mechanics.

• Breadboard of the Fibre input sub-
system assembled and under test.

Operation plan and LGS light-pollu-
tion policy for the Paranal observatory
drafted, under discussion.
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Service Mode Scheduling: A Primer for Users
D. SILVA, User Support Group/DMD

Introduction

The execution of observations in
Service Mode is an option at many
ESO telescopes, especially at the VLT
telescopes. In this operations mode,
observations  are  not  scheduled  for
specific  nights,  they  are  scheduled
flexibly. Each night observations are
selected  from  a  pool  of  possible  ob-
servations based on Observing Pro-
gramme Committee (OPC) priority and
the current observing conditions. Ide-
ally, the pool of possible observations
contains a range of observations that
exactly match the real range of condi-
tions and the real number of available
hours, so that all observations are com-
pleted in a timely manner. Since this
ideal case never occurs, constructing
the pool of observations must be done
carefully, with the goals of maximising
scientific return and operational effi-
ciency. 

In this article, basic Service Mode
scheduling concepts are presented.
The goal is to provide users with the in-
formation they need to better estimate
and perhaps improve the likelihood that
their observations will be completed. A
specific VLT focus is maintained for
most of this article, but the general prin-
ciples are true for all ESO facilities ex-
ecuting Service Mode runs.

In the Beginning: Proposals,
Programmes, and Runs

In general, users submit observing
proposals twice a year for Observing
Programme Committee (OPC) review.
Each proposal describes a scientifically
unified observing programme which
is composed of one or more observing
runs. A run provides the high-level
technical specifications for a set of ob-
servations: operations mode (Visitor or
Service), targets, telescope, instru-
ment, total execution time, and required
observing conditions (e.g., seeing, lu-
nar phase, and transparency).

Pre-OPC: 
Determining the Available Time

Before each OPC meeting, ESO de-
termines the total available time, i.e.
how much time will be available for sci-
entific observations. For example, for a
normal Period, each VLT telescope will
have about 140 nights available for sci-
entific observations. The other 42
nights are used for the ESO Calibration
Plan, the Director’s Discretionary Time
programme, and regular technical
maintenance of the instruments and tel-
escopes (e.g. pointing maps, multi-day
technical interventions). Some Periods
or telescopes have less available time,

either due to major technical activity
(e.g. instrument commissioning peri-
ods) or because the time has been pre-
allocated to Large Programmes. As a
guideline, the OPC will allocate up to
30% of available time to Large Pro-
rammes. For any given Period, the time
allocated to Large Programmes in pre-
vious Periods must be deducted before
new time can be allocated.

Over-Subscription and Relative
Visitor/Service Mode Demand

Once the available time is deter-
mined, the ratio between total request-
ed time and available time (global over-
subscription) can be calculated. The
Paranal global over-subscription ratio is
shown in Figure 1 (left axis = Mode
Over-subscription) for both Visitor and
Service Mode as a function of Period.
Over-subscription has been falling
steadily over time. Figure 1 also shows
the requested time ratio between Ser-
vice and Visitor Mode (mode demand).
The demand for Service Mode has
been climbing. Note that the allocated
mode demand can be larger than the
requested mode demand because the
OPC may select more Service Mode
runs than Visitor Mode runs. But in the
end, the scheduled mode ratio is en-
forced by ESO to be close to 1, i.e. an
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equal split between Service and Visitor.
The issue of Service/Visitor Mode bal-
ance is discussed in more detail below.

Users should note, however, that lo-
cal over-subscription (over-subscrip-
tion as a function of RA) can be much
larger,  and  is  typically  highest  in  the
RA ranges 0–4 and 10–14. In these
ranges, the over-subscription ratio reg-
ularly exceeds 5 and has approached
10, especially during dark-time. De-
mand in these RA ranges is highest not
only because they provide access to
the prime extragalactic co-ordinate
space, but also because they straddle
Period boundaries.

The OPC: Scientific
Prioritisation and Time
Allocation

The main task of the OPC is to pro-
duce a scientifically prioritised list of
runs and to allocate a total execution
time (i.e. integration time plus opera-
tions overheads) to each run. Although
all the runs within a given programme
are usually given the same grade, the
OPC does have the option of assigning
each run a different grade, or even re-
jecting individual runs within a single
programme. (The OPC is subject of an
article in The Messenger No. 101, p.
37.) The details of the OPC process are
not discussed here; suffice it to say that
a lot of time and effort goes into this
generally thankless task!

While making these decisions, the
OPC does not typically consider techni-
cal feasibility (unless a proposed run con-
tains an obvious error) or requested ob-
servation mode (Visitor or Service). An
OPC grade is based primarily on scien-
tific merit. The OPC also does not gen-
erally consider the final distributions in
RA or observing conditions. In principle,
it is possible for the OPC to allocate all
available time to runs requiring excel-
lent seeing and photometric conditions
within a narrow RA range. Of course, in
practice this extreme case does not oc-
cur, but a post-OPC technical and
scheduling review is necessary before
the final schedule can be constructed.

Post-OPC: Technical Review
and Preliminary Long-Term
Schedule

Once the OPC review is completed,
it is the responsibility of ESO to pro-
duce the Long-Term Schedule (LTS),
i.e. the list of runs scheduled for a giv-
en Period. The goal is to schedule (and
execute) all runs above the so-called
OPC cut-off line, i.e. the line defined by
the available time at each telescope
and/or instrument. 

This process starts with a technical
feasibility review. Each telescope team
is given the opportunity to provide tech-
nical feedback on runs above the OPC
cut-off line.

The technical review evaluates
whether or not the technical goals (e.g.
signal-to-noise, observation execution
concept) of each run are achievable.
Technically infeasible runs are rejected,
no matter what their scientific priority
was. This may seem wasteful – why
ask the OPC to review a technically in-
feasible run? Consider the over-sub-
scription rate: a pre-OPC technical re-
view would take 3–4 times as much ef-
fort as a post-OPC review. Further-
more, the number of runs rejected for
technical reasons is very small, e.g. ap-
proximately 2% per Period at the VLT.

The technical review also evaluates
whether or not a run is suitable for
Service Mode. Runs which requested
Service Mode can be switched to
Visitor Mode if the telescope team
judges that successful completion of
the observations cannot be guaranteed
in Service Mode. This decision is usu-
ally taken when a run requires a com-
plex, unusual observing strategy and/or
a less common or non-standard ob-
serving mode. More rarely, runs that re-
quested Service Mode are switched to
Visitor Mode, typically to reduce the
number of Service Mode runs per
Period to a level that ESO can support
within available operational resources. 

In parallel to this technical review pe-
riod, the preliminary LTS is constructed.
Pre-allocated, continuing Large Pro-
gramme and newly approved Visitor
Mode runs above the OPC cut-off line
are assigned specific nights. The re-
maining available time is assigned to
Service Mode. The split between Visitor
and Service Mode varies by telescope
and Period. For the NTT and 3.6-m, ap-
proximately 10% of the available nights
are assigned to Service Mode. Approxi-
mately 50% of the available time is as-
signed to Service Mode at the VLT tel-
escopes. Starting with Period 68, at a
large fraction of the available time will
be assigned to Service Mode at the 2.2-
m/WFI, and eventually this may climb
to close to 100%.

After the technical review is complet-
ed, the preliminary LTS is adjusted to
reflect the outcome. Runs are moved
from Visitor Mode to Service Mode, or
visa versa, as necessary. Technically
infeasible runs are removed from the
LTS. This revised LTS, particularly the
revised list of Service Mode nights, is
one of the inputs to the Service Mode
LTS construction process.

Building the Service Mode LTS

In the classic Visitor Mode style of
operations, users are assigned specific
nights. Sometimes these nights are not
scheduled exactly when the user want-
ed. During the actual nights, the ob-
serving conditions may not be exactly
what was desired. In combination,
these  two  things  force  the  user  to
adapt their observing programme (and

often their science goals) to the actual
situation.

One of the goals of Service Mode is
to execute the observations exactly as
described in the approved observing
proposal. At the end of the OPC meet-
ing, however, there is no guarantee that
this is possible, even for the highest
ranked runs. It is necessary therefore to
determine if a Service Mode run is exe-
cutable or not within the context of the
actual OPC ranked list of runs and the
nights allocated to Service Mode in the
LTS.

Basic Principles

Due to statistical fluctuations in ob-
serving conditions and down-time, it is
highly unlikely that all runs above the
OPC cut-off line can be completed. For
example, it is known that 15% of avail-
able time will be lost to downtime ran-
domly over a long enough time base-
line. Initially, any LTS assumes ideal
conditions (clear skies, good seeing)
but reality is never so kind. Thus, ESO
has adopted the following high-level
principles:

(1) In general, the scientific objec-
tives of an observing run are not
achieved unless all observations are
completed.

(2) Therefore, a run should not be
scheduled unless it has a high proba-
bility of completion.

(3) It is better that a smaller number
of runs are totally completed than that
all runs are incomplete.

Figure 1: Paranal Global Over-subscrip-
tion and Mode Demand. The bars show the
oversubscription (left axis, total requested
time over available time) across all available
instruments. For Periods 63 and 64, only
ISAAC and FORS1 were operational. For
latter Periods, the instruments were FORS1,
FORS2, ISAAC, and UVES. Requested and
available time per instrument as made avail-
able to the OPC are used. Actual telescope
used is ignored. The red line illustrates the
mode demand (right-axis, time request ratio
between Service and Visitor Mode).
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(4) Observing conditions permitting,
runs with higher scientific priority as de-
fined by the OPC should be completed
preferentially to lower-priority runs.

These principles are conservative
and have been discussed in many fo-
rums. Those discussions will not be re-
peated here. 

An important technical principle is
that the Service Mode LTS process
should manage RA space, not nights. A
range of RA is available on any given
night. Conversely, any given RA is ob-
servable on many nights. For Service
Mode, it is more appropriate to manage
co-ordinate space than calendar space.
This facilitates one of the key advan-
tages of Service Mode: the time-aver-
aged observing conditions for any giv-
en target will be better than the condi-
tions on any random night. However, it
is also true that this will only be true if a
large enough fraction of time is made
available to Service Mode operations.

Describing Schedule Parameter
Space

The Service Mode LTS review
process is driven primarily by principle
2 above. Many parameters determine
whether an observing run is likely to be
completed or not. Since some of these
parameters are under control of the
user, it is possible for the user to fine-
tune them at the time of proposal sub-
mission to maximise the likelihood that
their observations will be completed. 

The most important parameters are
requested target distribution and lunar
illumination. Within a given sequence of
nights, any given point on the sky is ob-
servable for a finite number of hours
under specific lunar conditions. This
accessibility function (number of
hours available per RA and Dec at a

given lunar illumination) is determinate,
i.e. it is fixed by the specific sequence
of Service Mode nights. An example is
shown in Figure 2. Each Service Mode
run can be de-composed into specific
targets at specific positions with specif-
ic total times and lunar conditions. If too
many runs want to observe in the same
region of the sky under similar lunar
conditions (e.g. HDF-S and dark-time),
the number of possible hours can be
exceeded. This is one example of local
over-subscription.

To simplify the construction of acces-
sibility function, some assumptions are
made.  First,  RA is  binned  into  2-hour
intervals. Second, for each RA bin, the
mean visibility (hours per night above
1.5 air masses) is assumed to be the
maximum visibility for that RA that night
minus  one  (1)  hour.  Objects  at  dif-
ferent declinations will have different
visibilities,  but  simulations  show  that
this assumption is reasonable. Finally,
the lunar illumina-
tion distribution is
parameterised as
dark (moon below
horizon or FLI <
0.3), grey (moon
above horizon and
0.3 ≤ FLI < 0.6), or
bright (moon above
horizon and FLI >
0.6). 

The next most
important factors
are the fractional
seeing and trans-
parency distribu-
tions. Unlike the
accessibility func-
tion, these distri-
butions are statis-
tical and only valid
over long enough

time baselines. Each site has a known
statistical free-air R-band seeing distri-
bution. For scheduling purposes, it is
assumed that in the mean, the R-band
delivered image quality distribution in
the focal plane follows the R-band free-
air distribution, at least for the VLT tele-
scopes. This distribution shifts as a
function of wavelength – how this af-
fects scheduling is discussed below.
This distribution has been calculated
from historical DIMM data in 0.2 arcsec
bins averaged over 30 minutes. Analo-
gous to seeing, the statistical site trans-
parency distribution is also available.
Here, a conservative assumption is
made. The reported photometric frac-
tion (e.g. 78% for Paranal) is split into
photometric (PHO) and clear (CLR) bins.
It is likely that much of the CLR time is
truly PHO, based on available trends in
FORS zeropoints. All other usable time
is called thin cirrus (THN), i.e. non-photo-
metric. Of course, some time is complete-
ly lost to bad weather (e.g. clouds, high
humidity), as discussed further below.

The fractional seeing and trans-
parency distributions can be combined
into a single cumulative seeing and
transparency distribution. The Para-
nal distribution used for Period 67
scheduling is shown in Figure 3. Users
should consider this figure carefully.
Many users regard a seeing of 0.8 and
a CLR transparency to be conservative.
In fact, this combination of conditions
arises only 42% of the time on Paranal.
Moreover, while it is exciting to consid-
er that the VLT can deliver 0.4 arcsec
images under CLR conditions, Figure 3
shows  this  happens  less  than  5%  of
the time in  the  R-band.  It  will  happen
more frequently at near-IR wavelengths
but not by many factors. Finally, users
should also keep in mind that these
percentages are valid over long-time
baselines. On a night-to-night basis,
seeing  and  transparency  can  vary  on
short-time scales. Such short-term vari-
ability  is  obvious  from  the  astrocli-
matology  information  linked  from the
Paranal Observatory Web home page. 

Figure 2: RA/MOON Accessibility Example. The computed number of hours per RA bin
and lunar phase bin are shown for Period 67 and Kueyen (UT2). The shape of this function
is driven by the specific nights assigned to Service Mode and the finite length of the Period.
Without Period boundaries, each RA bin would be roughly equally accessible over time. 

Figure 3: Adopted Paranal SEE/TRANS Cumulative Function.
See text for description. 
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The combination of the accessibility
function and the cumulative seeing/
transparency distribution produces a
four-dimensional matrix called the
RA/MOON/SEE/TRANS (RMST) ac-
cessibility matrix. Each element of
this matrix is an estimate of cumulative
time available in a given RA bin for a
specified lunar illumination bin, seeing
value, and transparency value. Since
this is a cumulative distribution, these
are estimates of the number of hours
that the seeing and transparency will
have these values or better.

The final important factor is down-
time, i.e. time schedule for science op-
erations but lost to technical run weath-
er problems. As technical downtime is
laudably low (2–5%), total downtime is
driven by weather and is a function of
month. For Paranal, the total down-time
since the start of science operations
has been 10–15% per Period. Of
course, downtime is statistical.

The Review Algorithm 

The review algorithm is best present-
ed in pseudo-code.

INPUT
prioritised list of runs
precise list of Service Mode nights

for these Service Mode nights,
computed:

total Available Time
RMST matrix

FOR each newRun

CREATE newSchedule
NewSchedule  = currentSchedule
+ newRun
newRMST = currentRMST +
newRunRMST

TEST newSchedule
NewScheduleTotalTime ≤
availableTotalTime?
newRMST ≤ accessibleRMST?

IF both TRUE: 
ACCEPT newRun
currentSchedule = newSchedule
currentRMST = newRMST

ELSE
REJECT newRun

Input runs are prioritised in the fol-
lowing order: Guaranteed Time Obser-
vations (GTO), Large Programmes (LP),
selected Chilean runs (RCH), and Nor-
mal runs. High priority Chilean runs are
selected in accordance with the princi-
ples established in the Chile/ESO oper-
ations agreement. There are two addi-
tional special cases. Target-of-Opportu-
nity runs are de facto high priority unless
the OPC recommends otherwise, in rec-
ognition of their time-critical nature.
Runs that require a rigid time sequence
of observations are also de facto high
priority – such observations have to be
done on a fixed schedule or it is not pos-
sible to achieve the science objective.

If a run has multiple targets, the
RMST test must be done for each tar-
get or group of targets. If the test is vi-
olated for one target, the entire run is
rejected. 

Although lunar illumination is strictly
not cumulative, runs with high priority
that can be executed in bright-time are
allowed to consume grey and dark-time
if necessary. 

Likewise, high priority grey-time runs
can consume dark-time. This concept
is illustrated by the UT1/Antu situation
over the last few periods: the OPC has
allocated significantly more time to
ISAAC runs than to FORS1 runs and
consistently given ISAAC runs higher
priority. To schedule and execute these
runs, ISAAC runs have been allowed to
consume dark-time. 

So far, downtime has not been ex-
plicitly accounted for in this review pro-
cess. In general, technical downtime
has been negligible, except for some
early problems with ISAAC. Fractional
weather down-time is somewhat de-
pendent on time of year, but this is dif-
ficult to model, even in a statistical
sense. It has been ignored for now.

Each rejected run is reviewed.
Based on this review, a run can be:

Accepted without priority change:
run was only marginally in violation
of RMST boundary conditions;
Accepted at reduced priority: run
significantly violated one run more

RMST boundary conditions, but the
amount of available time has not
been exceeded;
Rejected: run significantly violated
one or more local boundary condi-
tions and/or total available time has
been exhausted.

Because the Service Mode review as-
sumes a specific, preliminary Visitor
Mode LTS, it is possible that low priori-
ty Visitor Mode runs consume enough
time within a specific RA range that a
higher priority Service Mode run cannot
be scheduled. In this special case, the
lower priority Visitor Mode runs may be
removed (rejected) from the preliminary
Visitor Mode LTS to allow the higher pri-
ority Service Mode run to be scheduled,
and the Service Mode review is repeat-
ed. This is an iterative (and manual)
process.

This rejected run review can be illus-
trated by two real-world examples. The
runs used in both examples were high-
ly ranked by the OPC. Table 1 shows
the first example. Here, a highly ranked
run requested more excellent seeing
time than was statistically available. It
was automatically rejected. However,
this was an ISAAC run specifying ob-
servations in the K-band where the de-
livered image quality distribution is
known to be shifted to better seeing.
This run was accepted at reduced pri-
ority (Rank B), and ultimately more than
70% of the run was completed. Table 2
shows a more complicated example.
This run did not request very strenuous
conditions. However, the single target
was located in a part of RA space de-
manded by other higher priority runs.
This run was rejected. In fact, it has
proven difficult to finish the scheduled
runs in this RA range due to weather
downtime – the rejected run, if accept-
ed at lower priority, would never have
been started. 

Above the OPC Line: Rank A
and B

Once the Service Mode review is
completed, each accepted Service

Table  1:  First  Run  Review  Example.  This  run  had  one  target
in  the  RA =  2  hours  bin.  No  lunar  restrictions  were  specified
but clear conditions were desired. The requested seeing was 0.4 arc-
sec. Three vectors are shown. Top: the cumulative accessible hours
for this RA, lunar, and transparency bin as a function of seeing.
Middle: the scheduled hours for higher priority runs. This row is not
cumulative. Bottom: the user requested hours. As described in the
text, although the user request is statistically infeasible, the proposed
observations were in the K-band, where the delivered image quality
is known to be on average better. Furthermore, this run could be ex-
ecuted under any lunar condition. This run was accepted with lower
priority.

Table 2: Second Run Review Example. This run had one target in
the RA = 10 hours bin. Dark-time under clear conditions and 1.0 arc-
sec seeing were requested. Three vectors are shown. Top: the cu-
mulative accessible hours for this RA, lunar, and transparency bin as
a function of seeing. Middle: the scheduled hours for higher priority
runs. This row is not cumulative. Bottom: the user request. The ac-
cessible hours are 18.2. The cumulative scheduled hours are 13.2 +
4.5 = 17.7. Thus, the sum of the Run X requested hours plus the cu-
mulative scheduled hours exceeded the accessible hours. Scheduling
this run was made more difficult by the request for dark-time and the
knowledge that this RA is often negatively affected by weather down-
time. This run was rejected.
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their observations in the form of
Observation Blocks. The scheduling
constraints included in these OBs are
checked against the observing require-
ments requested in the original observ-
ing proposal, i.e. what was used to
build the LTS. Users are not allowed to
specify better conditions at Phase 2
than they requested at Phase 1. By en-
forcing the original requests, it is as-
sured that the executed schedule is in
close agreement with the constructed
schedule.

However, users are not prevented
from requesting more lenient condi-
tions. Some users take advantage of
this to relax their Phase 2 scheduling
constraints to increase the likelihood
that their OBs will be executed. From
the ESO (and OPC) perspective, this is
an acceptable strategy, as long as this
relaxation is not extreme. For example,
relaxing the seeing constraint by 0.1
arcsec is not extreme, but relaxing it by
0.5 would be! Such a change would call
into question the original justification for
the observing run. In truly extreme situ-
ations, the OPC would be asked to re-
view the situation.

Some relaxation is actively encour-
aged. In particular, users who request-
ed photometric (PHO) conditions at
Phase 1 are encouraged to submit
enough OBs to obtain a proper photo-
metric calibration but to request clear
(CLR) conditions for most of their OBs.

Users are also not prevented from re-
distributing their allocated time be-
tween a sub-set of targets. This is nec-
essary in cases where, for example, the
OPC only approved a sub-set of tar-
gets, time required for operational over-
heads was underestimated in the origi-
nal observing proposal, or higher sig-
nal-to-noise is desired for a smaller set
of targets. From a scheduling perspec-
tive, such changes can be problematic.
In the worse case, the Phase 1 run had
many targets over a range of RA, but
the Phase 2 proposal is to use all the al-
located time on a single target, creating
an unexpected case of over-subscrip-
tion. During the Phase 2 review, users
are contacted when their time re-distri-
bution creates a potential over-sub-
scription situation.

Run Execution

Finally, Phase 2 packages are deliv-
ered to the telescope teams for execu-
tion. The whole operational process of
run/OB management and execution
could be the subject of another lengthy
Messenger article. Only a few key
points are mentioned here.

Naturally, OBs are selected for exe-
cution primarily by OPC priority, as pa-
rameterised by Rank. The next most
important criteria is lunar illumination
followed by seeing, transparency, and
air mass. It is sometimes necessary to
override other considerations to exe-

not so kind.  In  particular,  the  list  of
Rank  A and B runs tends not to include
enough  runs  for the inevitable periods
of  seeing  worse  than  1.0 arcsec  and/
or non-photometric transparency (see
Fig. 3). Without LTS modification, un-
necessary telescope idle time becomes
inevitable.

To deal with this situation, the so-
called filler queue (Rank C) is created.
Candidate runs for this queue are se-
lected from below the OPC cut-off line
but with an OPC grade better than 3.
Only runs requesting seeing worse
than 1 arcsec and non-photometric
conditions (CLR or THN) are selected.
Preference is given to runs with no lu-
nar restriction. Runs which have strict
timing constraints (i.e. target-of-oppor-
tunity projects, time series observa-
tions) are not considered. The ideal
filler run contains a sample of targets
that span RA space but does not re-
quire that all targets are observed to
produce a sound scientific result.
Candidate runs are reviewed by the tel-
escope team for technical suitability.
They are also reviewed by the OPC
chairman to obtain formal OPC ap-
proval. Runs which pass these reviews
are inserted into the LTS with Rank C
(“low priority”). One realisation of this
process is illustrated in Figure 4.

Closing the Loop: Phase 2, Run
Execution, and Run Completion

Phase 2

Users awarded Service Mode time
are required to submit a Phase 2 pack-
age, which includes a description of

Mode run above the OPC cut-off line
can be assigned a priority rank. Such
runs are assigned either Rank A (“high
priority”) or Rank B (“medium priority”).
Rank is assigned primarily based on
OPC priority. The available Service
Mode time is split roughly evenly be-
tween Rank A and B. This is illustrated
by an example in Figure 4. In principle,
this means that statistical fluctuations in
down-time or observing conditions will
not have a significant impact on Rank A
runs. The exception is when a Rank A
run has a specific target or time-con-
straint which is unachievable due to a
prolonged period of downtime.

ESO commits to completing Rank A
runs whenever possible, even if it takes
multiple Periods. ESO does not commit
to complete Rank B runs – these have
lower scientific priority. If a Rank B run
is incomplete at the end of a Period, it
is terminated. This strategy ensures
that the highest priority runs from each
OPC meeting are eventually complet-
ed, while preventing too large a fraction
of the LTS from being filled with runs
carried forward from previous Periods.

The Filler Queue: Rank C

In  an  ideal  world  (from  the  sched-
uling perspective!), the runs allocated
time by the OPC would request targets
and  observing  conditions  that  span
RA and expected observing condition
space uniformly. Furthermore, deliv-
ered  observing  conditions  would  fol-
low  their  statistical  trends  and  there
would  be  no  down-time.  In  this  sit-
uation, Rank A and B run completion
rate would approach 100%. Reality is

Figure 4: Scheduled vs. Available Time by Rank. For Period 67 at Kueyen/UT2, the ratio
of scheduled vs. available time is given as a function of rank and lunar phase bin. As dis-
cussed in the text, scheduled time is split roughly equally between Rank A and B, but the sum
of Rank A and B is less than the available time, except for grey-time. This implies that runs
that requested grey time received a high enough OPC grade to be scheduled in dark-time.
As expected, the filler queue (Rank C) is heavily weighted to runs with no lunar restriction. 
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and 11) should be split into separate
runs. 

The VLT is capable of delivering truly
excellent image quality in the focal plane.
Nevertheless, such excellent seeing oc-
curs relatively infrequently (see Fig. 3).
Keep in mind that runs with lower prior-
ity (Rank B or C) which require better
than median seeing are unlikely to be
completed and may not even be start-
ed. To achieve success with rare condi-
tions, a high OPC grade is necessary.

Consider Figure 3 and the filler
queue description carefully. It is much
easier to schedule and execute runs
which require less stringent conditions
(upper right corner). Furthermore,
these runs are candidates for the filler
queue (Rank C), so they have an in-
creased chance of being scheduled (al-
though not necessarily executed). 

Also remember that seeing and
transparency varies on short-time
scales. This makes it difficult-to-impos-
sible to obtain continuous conditions
(especially seeing) over many hours
within a single night. This is the main
reason that ESO requires individual OB
execution times to be less than one (1)
hour and discourages the submission
of tightly linked sequences of OBs.

At telescopes where the fraction of
time devoted to Service Mode is low
(3.6-m, NTT), it is unrealistic for users
to expect excellent observing condi-
tions (e.g. better than median seeing)
during Service Mode nights. Service
Mode proposals for these telescopes
should plan accordingly.

Users are reminded to read the
Phase 2 instructions and the specific
User’s Manuals carefully when prepar-
ing their Phase 2 packages. These doc-
uments provide more hints and sug-
gestions about maximising the success
of your run.

ficiency – it would be far better to pro-
duce fewer runs with scientifically use-
ful data-sets than many runs with mar-
ginal data-sets. By putting emphasis on
run completion, not just OB completion,
ESO is trying to avoid the latter out-
come.

Rank B completion rate is ultimately
limited by the combined technical and
weather downtime fraction. To date,
Paranal is suffering 10–15% downtime
(mostly due to weather) per Period. By
design, Rank B runs absorb the impact
of this downtime. Since such downtime
occurs semi-randomly (some months
are statistically worse than others),
more than 10–15% of the Rank B runs
may be affected.

As expected, the Rank C filler runs
have the lowest completion rate and
the highest Not Started rate. However,
the relatively high Partial fraction
(40–50%) is consistent with the filler
queue concepts discussed above.

Summary: Lessons for Users

When writing observing proposals or
preparing Phase 2 packages, users
should consider the following key
points.

The most critical consideration is a
strong observing proposal which re-
sults in a high OPC grade. No matter
what else is needed or wanted, a high
grade increases probability of execu-
tion success. Suggestions from the
OPC for writing a successful proposal
can be found on the ESO Web site.

The local over-subscription is highest
in the RA ranges 0–4 and 10–14 hours.
If possible, select targets at other RA
ranges. It is also recommended to pro-
pose specific targets, not a range of tar-
gets to be reduced at Phase 2. Finally,
targets at widely separated RA (e.g. 2

cute time-critical OBs (e.g. ToO, time
series). OB scheduling is always more
complicated in situations where the in-
strument configuration must be
changed manually before the start of
the night (e.g. to insert a special filter or
a MOS mask). To maintain operational
efficiency, it is sometimes necessary to
continue executing OBs requiring these
manually inserted elements, even if the
(improved) conditions would allow the
execution of different OBs. 

Finally, recall that ESO is trying to
complete entire runs, under the princi-
ple that the entire run is needed to
achieve the desired scientific goal.
When selecting OBs for execution, em-
phasis is placed on completing runs be-
fore starting runs. This becomes more
important as the Period progresses.

Run Completion Statistics

The fundamental goal of Service
Mode is to complete the highest ranked
runs first under their requested observ-
ing conditions. Is this goal being
achieved? Figure 5 illustrates that the
answer is “yes”.

In Figure 5, the Service Mode com-
pletion status for Periods 63–66 are
presented. Run Status is explained in
the figure caption.

All Rank A Open runs will eventually
be completed, driving the Rank A
Completed fraction to above 80%. It will
never be 100% for several reasons.
First, Rank A Target of Opportunity runs
depend on random events – if the
events do not occur, the runs cannot be
completed. Second, some Rank A runs
turn out to be impossible to complete
due to post facto impossible combina-
tions of target, date, instrument config-
uration, and/or observing conditions.
Consider a real situation. Titan obser-
vations were requested with 0.4 arcsec
seeing on specific dates in February
2001 – since the seeing was never that
good on the specified days, the obser-
vation was impossible. Finally, there
can always be unforeseen technical dif-
ficulties. After consultation with the
users, such runs are abandoned.
Incomplete Rank A runs eventually end
in the Partial or Not Started categories.

The Rank B situation is more com-
plicated. Although runs in this queue
are not guaranteed to be completed, it
is perhaps disappointing that the Rank
B Completed fraction is only approxi-
mately 40%. However within the Partial
category there are many runs which are
more than 50% completed. Those runs
probably produced a scientifically use-
ful data-set as well, but of course that
must be evaluated by the users, not by
ESO. On the other hand, most runs in
the Partial category which are less than
25% complete probably do not produce
a scientifically useful data-set and
might as well be considered Not
Started. This is a hidden scientific inef-

Figure 5: Period 63–66 Run Completion Summary. Run completion status percentages
are given for Period 63–66 VLT Service Mode runs. Completed: all user observations exe-
cuted with specifications; Partial: run started, not completed; Not Started: run not started;
Open: on-going Large Programmes, incomplete Rank A runs; TOO: Target of Opportunity
Runs.
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Hunting the Southern Skies with SIMBA
(Taken from ESO Press Release 20/01 – 30 August 2001)

A new instrument, SIMBA (“SEST
IMaging Bolometer Array”), was in-
stalled at the Swedish-ESO Submilli-
metre Telescope (SEST) at the ESO La
Silla Observatory in July 2001. In order
to achieve the best possible sensitivity,
SIMBA is cooled to only 0.3 deg above
the absolute zero on the temperature
scale.

The SIMBA (“Lion” in Swahili) instru-
ment detects radiation at a wavelength
of 1.2 mm. It has 37 “horns” and acts
like a camera with 37 picture elements
(pixels). By changing the pointing direc-
tion of the telescope, relatively large
sky fields can be imaged.

SIMBA was built and installed at the
SEST within an international collabora-
tion between the University of Bochum
and the Max Planck Institute for Radio
Astronomy in Germany, the Swedish
National Facility for Radio Astronomy
and ESO.

SIMBA is the first imaging millimetre
instrument in the southern hemisphere.
Radiation at this wavelength is mostly
emitted from cold dust and ionised gas
in a variety of objects in the Universe.
Among others, SIMBA now opens ex-
citing prospects for in-depth studies of
the “hidden” sites of star formation, deep
inside dense interstellar nebulae. While
such clouds are impenetrable to optical
light, they are transparent to millimetre
radiation and SIMBA can therefore ob-
serve the associated phenomena, in par-
ticular the dust around nascent stars.

This sophisticated instrument can
also search for disks of cold dust
around nearby stars in which planets
are being formed or which may be left-
overs of this basic process. Equally im-
portant, SIMBA may observe extremely
distant galaxies in the early universe,
recording them while they were still in
the formation stage.

During the first observations, SIMBA
was used to study the gas and dust
content of star-forming regions in our
own Milky Way Galaxy, as well as in the
Magellanic Clouds and more distant

galaxies. It was also used to
record emission from planetary
nebulae, clouds of matter ejected
by dying stars. Moreover, at-
tempts were made to detect dis-
tant galaxies and quasars radiat-
ing at mm-wavelengths and locat-
ed in two well-studied sky fields,
the “Hubble Deep Field South”
and the “Chandra Deep Field” .

Various SIMBA images have
been obtained during the first tests
of the new instrument. The first
observations confirm the great
promise for unique astronomical
studies of the southern sky  in  the
millimetre  wavelength region.

These results also pave the way
towards the Atacama Large Milli-
metre Array (ALMA), the giant,
joint research project that is now
under study in Europe, the USA
and Japan.

Figure 1: This intensity-coded, false-
colour SIMBA image is centred on the
infrared source IRAS 17175-3544 and
covers the well-known high-mass star
formation complex NGC 6334, at a
distance of 5500 light-years. The
southern bright source is an ultra-
compact region of ionised hydrogen
(“HII region”) created by a star or sev-
eral stars already formed. The north-
ern bright source has not yet devel-
oped an HII region and may be a star
or a cluster of stars that are presently
forming. A remarkable, narrow, linear
dust filament extends over the image;
it was known to exist before, but the
SIMBA image now shows it to a much
larger extent and much more clearly. 

Figure 2: This SIMBA image is centred
on IRAS 17271-3439 and includes an
extended bright source that is associ-
ated with several compact HII regions
as well as a cluster of weaker sources.


